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Combat rogue classic leveling build

RotationWhat about Slice and Dice? I remember always using it as a rogue combat sword because white damage does the biggest chunk of damage.Our PointsNobody combo seems to talk about the biggest difference to Retail Wow: Combo points are stacked on your target and lost if you switch/kill
your target. Then do not let them get me wrong If your target is at 5CP and 2% live, do not eject but instead throw the full duration of SnD before killing it. I always use a No Remorseful Attack when leveling. The 20% chance of crying after killing a mob is huge when grinding the search. Forget to mention
the fact that you need to practice the sword skills of the master of weapons, or the fact that you need to train weapons at all. And that different cities have different weapons. For the Alliance sword is Stormwind, Horde is Undercity. Also forgot Slice n Dice. To level on a PvP server, you want to earn 12pts
in Subtlety for Master of Deception, Camouflage, and Elusiveness by the time you reach the Contested Zone. Not sure how this building keeps it, I didn't level the naughty until BC when Mutilate and Envenom made it easier to level up as Assassin. Maybe building a sword is something like 5/34/12? I like
the idea of guides but from personal experience I would say this naughty ranking building is a bit awkward (to flatten) and really seems set for a basement or end of the attacking game more than an efficient single target delivery through the grounding. A good rule of thumb is not to use SnD until you get a
dual wield specification – i.e. after lvl 30, just because the mass before that level usually doesn't have enough health to withstand a 5CP eviction (although there are exceptions with armor + high health like a bear) Nice! It will help a lot when I get my first talent points! You completely forget to specs into
sword specialties if you're going down that route there's no point going to the deadly at all in murder. If you drop off to specifications of the sword in your battle the damage increases due to the extra incredible swing attack back in the day. I just played rogue 19 twink in vanilla, what's the best for setting the
weapon, slow MH fast OH, or vice versa? Why isn't anyone where in this article even mentions anything about choosing a key? It's a crucial social skill to pose for but this article is completely without its existence, let alone the fact that it's painful enough to have to go back and level up later if you don't do
it while improving your character. For those who arrive at the question this same, here's a good answer: get a key pick at level 16.Guide pocketing select: out of 5 stars only for negligence. If you always have a mainhand sword when leveling, is a Sword Specialization slightly better than Aggression +
Weapons Weapons If you always have a sword mainhand when leveling, is Sword Specialization slightly better than Aggression + Weapons Expertise? One thing I find useful when leveling is the level with the OH sword MH dagger. It basically levels both weapon skills simultaneously + you can use
abilities that require daggers more often. I've created a macro that swaps my MH and OH weapons when I use Ambush/Backstab and swap them back after you start using Sinister Strike.Macro:#showtooltip Sinister Strike/equipslot 16 Outlaw Sabre/equipslot 17 Swinetusk Shank/Castster Sinister STrike
#showtooltip Ambush/equipslot 16 Swinetus Shank/equipslot 17 Outlaw Sabre/cast Ambush(Rank 2)#showtooltip Backstab(Rank 4)/equipslot 16 Swinetusk Shank/equipslot 17 Outlaw Sabre/cast Backstab(Rank 4)Slot 16 is your MH slot, and slot 17 is your OH slot. Rename the weapon in the macro with
the name of your weapon. Also, if you use a sword/sword and have a good dagger in your backpack, you can insert that dagger into the macro, just don't change the slot section 17. Note that you will have 1 GCD delay each time you exchange weapons. I hope this won't result in duplicate posts – which I
previously seemed to have strayed. Anyway, I think Subtlety is underappreciated as a leveling specification. The combat weight specifications are most often presented as standard leveling specifications attacking me more like someone taking raid specifications and adapting them to flatten. But to level,
you don't want sustainable DPS, you want to explode. And for that I have found a building centered around the Improved Ambush/Opportunity/Remorseless Attacks build to be much superior, especially if you are a lot of pickpockets. You also want Camoflauge (time spent on running is a big factor in
leveling). From there, I would like to add Initiative, Serrated Blades and Hemo. From there you can go to Battle or Murder (I prefer the latter)One thing to note is that this building didn't really work before lvl 25. And after lvl 52, you might want to turn into Seal Fate/Imp. Ambush. Recommend people use
Eviscerate in pve? Your sword varies not having a Sword Specialization? LoL Flat came out a terrible guide. Move those points away from the Imp. Eviscerate to Imp. Slice and Dice. Get a decent sword, use Sinister Strike/Slice and Dice while working towards Sword Specialization. Please DO NOT follow
this guide. Agility=Spirit? wow, just wow... Edit: So apparently parts of it have been updated, as it only has a general variation of 60 spec raiding combat as recommended... Riposte is so nice solo that unless you're leveling in a non stop basement it's just crazy not to get it if you're going to Combat,
especially on a PvP server. You know what helps downtime for Rogue? Have skills that do 150% Damage weapons to 10 energy when fending off (no mention parry pre req also gives you you and damage) and sterilize enemy damage if they have weapons. Maybe just use a bandage instead of treating
the Spirit like it's nothing but a worthless stat to build for Rogues? Why do you say swords can only be trained in Undercity? I play bad guys and I coach them is Stormwind City. Stop advertising his Horde bias. Honestly 1/5 starTotally ignores the Specialization of Swords in the Sword Tree...... because ̄
\_(ツ)_/ ̄Totally ignore Slice and Dice This guide has just changed, so propose 3 talent builds depending on the tree you choose. Actually prefer the previous version of the rogue combat development ... Here's mine, lvl 47 actually: I play in PVE I don't take endurance and improve sprints. In addition, the
previous guidelines suggested using riposte. I think the talent is worth it as a parry 5%, 10 energy attacks, and 6 seconds half the damage the enemy gives you and improved sustainability. I wholeheartedly disagree with the rotation of the fighter to level, I have created an account to explain, what seems
to me a more correct rotation:1. Garrote or weapons are heavily involved.2. Slice and dice3. Evil attack 4. End up with eviscerate, only if you have enough points to do more damage then attack your evil Use riposte when triggering, use cold adrenaline and feather your knife as much as possible. Once
every time, bandage to get your healing back. Lastly, try to make the search and enemies yellow or green, avoiding orange. If you fight orange, you have to eat/bandage in every fight. If you fight yellow or orange, it's more like every 5-10 fights. And the bandage has a cool-down 1min. This guide has just
changed, so propose 3 talent builds depending on the tree you choose. Actually prefer the previous version of the rogue combat development ... Here's mine, lvl 47 actually: I play in PVE I don't take endurance and improve sprints. In addition, the previous guidelines suggested using riposte. I think talent
is worth it. As a 5% parry, 10 energy attacks, and 6 seconds disarming damage (half the enemy) gives you and improved sustainability. I wholeheartedly disagree with the rotation of the fighter to level. I have created an account in wowhead, to explain, what seems to me a more correct rotation:1. Garrote
or weapons are heavily involved.2. Slice and dice or strike evil if you are engaged at long distances.3. Creepy strike.4. Ends eviscerate, only if you have enough points to do more damage than your evil attacks. Use riposte when triggering, use cold adrenaline and bristles as much knife as possible. Once
every time, bandage to get your healing back. Lastly, try to make the search and enemies yellow or green, avoiding orange. If you fight orange, you have to eat/bandage in every fight. If you fight yellow or orange, it's more every 5-10 fights. And the bandage has a cool-down 1min. Edit:At a low level, you
can use and abuse the gouge: starting from a distance, an evil attack once or twice then gouging, walking away and starting a long-range attack again, when the enemy returns at you, you will become full energy. I can solo the elite lvl 11 in elwynn forest at lvl 9 that way, in the classic enemy will not lose
agro until you stop attacking them, so you can kite them to spend less time eating at the initial level. It can also use gouge to stun enemies, when you collect plants or bandages. Thanks for this guide. There are some very useful things here that I will take with me. I just have to say though, all these
naughty guides and users who comment are always focused around the Combat tree. Personally, I think all you naughty Fighters are PVE nerds and you should be ashamed of yourself. Unload your damage meter, specs to Sub and go wreck &amp;*!@. Sure, you can whip some good dps while leveling
but there are so many other meetings while leveling that are more suitable for Sub trees. PVP or avoid pvp, sneak past the masses into search items /npc, pickpocketing etc. Most importantly, as a naughty sub you will ruin all the nerdy PVE Rogue Fighters who run around boasting about their dps while
killing a single mob. And of course, leveling with the specs of your final game will give you a great experience using your abilities that by the time you're 60, you'll know every aspect of it. So, consider this an intervention. Drop the sword of Combat bs and specs of subtlety. You won't be disappointed.
Flatten as atm smoothness. It was fun when I played on the PVP server. However, up to level 30, you are quite useless. Useful.
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